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2. _____ can range from a
very light golden, almost
yellow color, to a very
dark red color that approaches mahogany
4. All purebred NSR hogs
are to be guaranteed
negative of the ______
gene to be exhibited at
NSR or NJSA events.
5. _______are white in
color, their ears droop
and slant forward with its
top edges nearly parallel
to the bridge of a straight
nose.
6. A _______can have
white on its nose as long
as the white does not
break the rim of the nose
when its mouth is closed.
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1. _______ are white in color and have erect ears.
3. ______stands for the National Swine Registry, which
is made up of the Duroc, Hampshire, Landrace, and
Yorkshire breeds.
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1. _______ are white in color and have erect ears.
3. ______stands for the National Swine Registry, which
R
is made up of the Duroc, Hampshire, Landrace, and
Yorkshire breeds.
E
2. _____ can range from a
very light golden, almost
yellow color, to a very
dark red color that approaches mahogany
4. All purebred NSR hogs
are to be guaranteed
negative of the ______
gene to be exhibited at
NSR or NJSA events.
5. _______are white in
color, their ears droop
and slant forward with its
top edges nearly parallel
to the bridge of a straight
nose.
6. A _______can have
white on its nose as long
as the white does not
break the rim of the nose
when its mouth is closed.
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Junior Breed ID Crossword Station Instructions
• There are 6 questions about purebred breed eligibility.
• Have each participant answer the questions by writing the correct
answer in the crossword blanks. It does not matter what order they
answer the questions in.
• Each participant will get a quiz, so please make sure they put their
full name on the quiz.
After Completion: Once the participant has completed the station, please circle the number of
answers that they got correct on their score sheet. There is a corresponding point value for the
number correct. Please score their score sheet and pass it to the station facilitator behind you.
Scoring: Each correctly answered question is worth 4 points for a total of 24 points. Since our
stations have to equal 25 points every participant will receive 1 free point, making this station a
grand total of 25 points.

**This station has a total of 25 points.**
**Please remember to add the free point.**
Thank you very much for volunteering to help with the skillathon. Please remember to complete
the skillathon facilitator information sheet and leave it on your stations table at the end of the
competition. Thank You!!
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